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Abstract
Background and Aims Differentiation of gallbladder
(GB) carcinoma from benign GB wall thickening is challenging. The recent introduction of second-generation
ultrasonic contrast agents has made contrast harmonic
imaging with EUS possible. The aim of our study was to
evaluate the utility of contrast-enhanced harmonic EUS
(CH-EUS) for the differential diagnosis of GB wall
thickening.
Methods Thirty-six consecutive patients with GB wall
thickening imaged by CH-EUS and then underwent surgery
were enrolled in this study. After the lesions were observed
with conventional harmonic EUS (H-EUS), CH-EUS was
performed with intravenous injection of 0.015 ml/kg of
Sonazoid. Three reviewers with various levels of experience of EUS (Reviewer A: experienced endosonographer,
B: EUS trainee, C: experienced gastroenterologist with
expertise in transabdominal ultrasound but no EUS

experience) were blinded to findings of recorded video of
H-EUS and CH-EUS. The diagnostic accuracy of H-EUS
and CH-EUS for malignant GB wall thickening was
compared.
Results Final diagnoses based on surgical histology were
GB carcinoma in 16, cholecystitis in 11, adenomyomatosis
in 6 and cholesterolosis in 3. Overall sensitivity, specificity
and accuracy for diagnosing malignant GB wall thickening
of H-EUS and CH-EUS were 83.3 versus 89.6, 65 versus
98 % (p \ 0.001) and 73.1 versus 94.4 % (p \ 0.001). The
inter-observer agreement for H-EUS was moderate
(j = 0.51), whereas that for CH-EUS was substantial
(j = 0.77). The inhomogeneous enhanced pattern on CHEUS was a strong predictive factor of malignant GB wall
thickening.
Conclusion CH-EUS has the potential to improve the
preoperative diagnostic accuracy and inter-observer agreement in the differential diagnosis of GB wall thickening.
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EUS (CH-EUS) is gaining popularity among endosonographers, and it was reported that CH-EUS was useful
especially in the diagnosis of pancreatic pathology [12].
The key advantage of CH-EUS is that the influx and
washout of contrast in the target lesion can be observed in
real time, and the microvasculature can be imaged in real
time. Regarding GB lesions, a few studies showed that CHEUS might be useful for the diagnosis of malignant GB
polyps [13, 14]. However, there are no reports on the utility
of CH-EUS for the differential diagnosis of malignant and
non-malignant GB wall thickening. The aim of this study
was to evaluate if standard harmonic EUS (H-EUS) followed by CH-EUS could improve the diagnostic accuracy
for GB wall thickening.

Introduction

Patients and Methods

A thickened gallbladder (GB) wall is frequently detected
on computed tomography (CT) and ultrasonography (US)
performed for either diagnostic evaluation or health
screening. The findings of GB wall thickening may be due
to a broad spectrum of pathologies including GB carcinoma, chronic cholecystitis and adenomyomatosis. Differentiation between GB carcinoma, adenomyomatosis and
GB inflammatory diseases presenting as wall thickening is
an important clinical issue, because misinterpretation of
GB wall thickening might lead to unnecessary extended
surgery in patients with GB inflammatory diseases or
delayed an appropriate treatment in patients with GB carcinoma. A lot of studies using various imaging modalities
have been conducted to provide a precise preoperative
diagnosis for GB wall thickening [1–5]. At the present,
multidetector CT (MDCT) is considered to be ideally suited for the assessment of GB wall thickening because this
modality allows for enhanced visualization of GB wall
thickening in arterial and venous phase [6–8]. However,
there are few prospective studies with large series, and the
correlation between enhancement pattern on MDCT and
the nature of GB wall thickening is unknown [6–8].
Therefore, differential diagnosis of GB pathologies presenting GB wall thickening such as GB carcinoma, adenomyomatosis and cholecystitis with disruptive layered
structure is still challenging.
Although endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) can demonstrate the layered structures of GB wall and is widely
used to diagnose GB diseases [3, 4], EUS has been
assumed to show no advantage over MDCT in the differential diagnosis of GB wall thickening. However, the
recent development of second-generation ultrasonographic
contrast agents, including Sonazoid and Sonovue, has
permitted contrast-enhanced harmonic imaging of digestive organs with EUS [9–11]. Contrast-enhanced harmonic

Study Design
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The study was approved with the institutional review
board. This was a retrospective review of consecutive
patients who were referred for CH-EUS assessment of GB
wall thickening suspicious for malignancy from the results
of preceding multimodal imaging tests, including transabdominal US, MRI and MDCT, and in whom definitive
diagnosis for GB wall thickening was obtained with surgical resection from May 2008 to April 2011. A thickened
GB wall was defined as GB wall thickness more than 3 mm
based on any imaging modality [4, 8]. Inclusion criteria
were (1) patients who underwent CH-EUS assessment of
focal or diffuse GB wall thickening detected with transabdominal US, MRI or MDCT; (2) histological diagnosis
for GB wall thickening was available after surgical resection; (3) at least 1-year follow-up after definitive diagnosis;
and (4) Video sequences adequate for evaluation. Any
patients with predominantly GB polyps and acute phase of
cholecystitis were excluded.
Standard H-EUS screening of the pancreaticobiliary
system without the use of contrast agent was performed
first, with special attention to the GB wall thickening [15].
Tissue harmonic imaging exploits the effect of nonlinear
propagation on the acoustic signal as it travels through the
human tissue. It produces ultrasound images by using
second harmonic signals, generated by the tissue itself
during this nonlinear propagation of acoustic energy. The
resultant advantages are improved lateral resolution,
reduced side lobe artifacts, and an increased signal-to-noise
ratio [16]. Therefore, H-EUS can provide better quality
images, compared with fundamental EUS [17]. Subsequent
to standard H-EUS screening, intravenous administration
of 0.015 ml/kg/body of contrast agent, Sonazoid (DaiichiSankyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), was performed. Then, the
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GB wall thickening and surrounding organs were observed
for at least 3 min after injection of the contrast agent until
the echogenicity of contrast decreased after the early vascular phase and became difficult to analyze. All procedures
were performed by a single endosonographer, and all
ultrasonographic data were recorded on digital videos.
Three reviewers who were blinded to the results of
previous investigations for GB wall thickening reviewed
the recorded ultrasonographic video clips of H-EUS followed by CH-EUS (H-EUS/CH-EUS) for GB wall thickening. These three reviewers consisted of reviewer A who
was a proficient of EUS with experience of more than 300
cases of CH-EUS, reviewer B who was a trainee of EUS,
and reviewer C who was a gastroenterologist without any
experience of EUS, but knowledgeable about contrastenhanced harmonic transabdominal ultrasound for hepatocellular carcinoma. All video clips were recorded at least
one year before reviewing, because only patients who
received at least one-year follow-up after definitive diagnosis were enrolled in this study to avoid the reviewer’s
recognition of cases from the endosonographic appearance.
Before reviewing video clips of H-EUS/CH-EUS for GB
wall thickening in this study, reviewer B and C with limited knowledge of CH-EUS for GB pathologies underwent
a training session during which they were given video clips
of H-EUS/CH-EUS of six typical cases with GB wall
thickening (2 cases with GB carcinoma, 2 cases with
chronic cholecystitis, and 2 cases with GB adenomyomatosis) and practiced the interpretation of finding of GB
carcinoma, chronic cholecystis and adenomyomatosis.
After this training session, a blind review of video clips of
H-EUS/CH-EUS for GB wall thickening by three reviewers (A, B and C) was performed, and reviewers were asked
to document the following endosonographic finding: (1)
magnitude of the greatest GB wall thickness (mm) on
H-EUS, (2) internal echogenicity of the area of GB wall
thickening on H-EUS, compared with the surrounding
normal liver parenchyma, (hypoechoic or iso-/hyperechoic)
(3) internal echo pattern of the area of GB wall thickening
on H-EUS (inhomogeneous or homogenous), (4) the disruption of GB wall layer structure on H-EUS (presence or
absence), (5) the diagnosis of GB wall thickening on
H-EUS (GB carcinoma or non-malignant lesion), (6) the
overall degree of enhancement on CH-EUS (hypoenhancement or iso-/hyperenhancement), compared with the
surrounding normal liver parenchyma, (7) the distribution
pattern of contrast agent on CH-EUS (inhomogeneous or
homogenous), and (8) the diagnosis of GB wall thickening
on CH-EUS (GB carcinoma or non-malignant lesion).
During the process of reviewing, H-EUS findings were
documented first, followed by findings of CH-EUS. The
reviewer’s evaluation of the degree of enhancement and the
distribution of contrast on CH-EUS was performed in the

arterial and early venous phase until around 90 s from the
first arrival of contrast in accordance with recent European
guideline [18]. The reference standard was the histological
finding after surgery, and the sensitivity and specificity to
detect malignant GB wall thickening between H-EUS and
CH-EUS were compared, and inter-observer agreement
among reviewers with various levels of experience of EUS
was assessed.
Equipment and Technique of CH-EUS
Sonazoid
All patients received intravenous administration of Sonazoid in this study. Sonazoid was a second-generation
microbubble ultrasonographic agent consisting of perflubutane microbubbles with a median diameter of 2–3 lm
[19]. It was reconstituted with 2 ml sterile water for
injection. The dose of 0.015 ml of Sonazoid per kilogram
body weight was recommended for injection. It was
injected as a bolus at a rate of 1 ml/s with a 22-gauge
cannula placed in the antecubital vein and flushed with
10 ml normal saline.
EUS Imaging Technique
An electronic radial echoendoscope (GF-UE260, Olympus
Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) or a curved linear array
echoendoscope (GF-UCT260, Olympus Medical Systems,
Tokyo, Japan) and the Prosound alpha-10 processor (Hitachi Aloka Medical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) were used.
Prosound alpha-10 had two kinds of mode for EUS imaging, which consisted of conventional tissue harmonic echo
(THE) and extended pure harmonic detection (ExPHD)
mode. ExPHD mode was specific to contrast-enhanced
harmonic ultrasonography, which combined receiving frequencies of filtered fundamental and second harmonic
components with transmitting frequency of 5 or 6 MHz. In
this specific mode for contrast enhancement, tissue structures became dark and obscure, although contrast microbubble was clearly imaged as high echoic dot. Therefore,
THE mode was applied for standard H-EUS screening and
ExPHD mode for CH-EUS examination. The acoustic
power of CH-EUS was set with a mechanical index of
0.25–0.3, and a single focus point was set at the most
distant margin of GB wall thickening from the transducer.
Statistical Analysis
Stata version 10 software (StataCorp, TX, USA) was used
for all statistical comparison, and p \ 0.05 was considered
to be statistically significant. MacNemer test was used for
the pair-wise comparison of accuracy of H-EUS and CH-
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EUS. Univariate logistic regression analysis was performed
to calculate odds ratio for each of the four variables of
endosonographic findings on H-EUS which consisted of
the size of GB wall thickness, the internal echogenicity, the
internal echo pattern and the presence of disruption of layer
structure, and the 2 variables of endosonographic findings
on CH-EUS which consisted of the degree of enhancement
and the distribution pattern of contrast. Then, we ran 2 sets
of multivariate logistic regression models to constructed
diagnostic models to predict factors of malignant GB wall
thickening. For the first model (EUS model), the full model
included the 4 variables exclusively on H-EUS. For the
second model (CH-EUS model), the full model included
the 2 variables on CH-EUS in addition to the variables
selected on H-EUS model. To construct the final model, a
backward stepwise method was used to remove the variables with p value less than 0.10. AUC was compared
between the final model of H-EUS and the CH-EUS to
determine whether the addition of the CH-EUS findings
could improve the diagnostic accuracy.

Results
Patient Characteristics
During the study period, H-EUS/CH-EUS was performed
in forty-one patients with GB wall thickening suspicious
for malignancy from the results of preceding multimodal
imaging tests, including transabdominal US, MRI and
MDCT. Among 41 patients, 2 patients had ascites and were
diagnosed with advanced gallbladder carcinoma and
therefore underwent chemotherapy without surgical resection. In addition, because multimodal imaging tests consisted of H-EUS/CH-EUS, MRI and MDCT showed typical
findings of adenomyomatosis of gallbladder in 3 patients,
they did not undergo surgical resection. Finally, thirty-six
patients with GB wall thickening met inclusion criteria and
were analyzed: all cases underwent H-EUS/CH-EUS, and
surgical histopathological diagnoses were available. Clinical characteristics of patients were shown in Table 1. The
final diagnosis based on surgical resection was GB carcinoma in 16 cases, chronic cholecystitis in 11, adenomyomatosis in 6 and cholesterolosis of gallbladder in 3.
Diagnostic Accuracy for Detection of Malignant GB
Wall Thickening of GB Carcinoma with H-EUS
and CH-EUS
Three blind reviewers (A, B and C) with various levels of
EUS experience reviewed video clips of 36 patients
enrolled in this study and documented the ultrasonographic
findings and the diagnosis for GB wall thickening for
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Table 1 Clinical characteristics of patients
Total number of patients

36

Sex (M/F)

13/13

Age (mean ± SD, range)

63.9 ± 10.3 (45–78)

Final diagnosis
Gallbladder carcinoma

16

Gallbladder adenomyomatosis

6

Chronic cholecystitis

11

Cholesterolosis of gallbladder

3

H-EUS and CH-EUS. For reviewer A, who was a wellexperienced endosonographer at CH-EUS, sensitivity,
specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value (PPV),
negative predictive value (NPV) and AUC for diagnosing
malignant GB wall thickening with H-EUS and CH-EUS
were 87.5/80/83.3/77.7/88.9 %/0.82 and 100/100/100/100/
100 %/1.0, respectively. For reviewer B, who was a EUS
fellow, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV, NPV and
AUC for diagnosing malignant GB wall thickening with
H-EUS and CH-EUS were 75/50/61.1/54.5/71.4 %/0.62
and 81.3/95/88.9/92.9/86.4 %/0.88, respectively. For
reviewer C, who was a well-experienced gastroenterologist
at transabdominal ultrasound without EUS experience,
sensitivity, specificity and AUC for diagnosing malignant
GB wall thickening with H-EUS and CH-EUS were 87.5/
65/75/66.7/86.6 %/0.76 and 87.5/100/94.4/100/90.9 %/
0.93, respectively. Finally, overall sensitivity, specificity,
accuracy, PPV, NPV and AUC for diagnosing malignant
GB wall thickening with H-EUS and CH-EUS were 83.3/
65/73.1/65.6/82 %/0.74 and 89.6/98/94.4/97.7/92.2 %/
0.94, respectively. Thus, overall specificity (p \ 0.001),
overall accuracy (p \ 0.001), overall AUC (p = 0.004),
accuracy (p = 0.03) and AUC (p = 0.01) of reviewer A,
specificity (p = 0.0039), accuracy (p = 0.002), and AUC
(p \ 0.001) of reviewer B, and specificity (p = 0.01),
accuracy (p = 0.04) and AUC (p = 0.01) of reviewer C
with CH-EUS were significantly higher than those with
H-EUS (Table 2). Representative cases with cholecystitis
and GB carcinoma were shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Inter-Observer Agreement for Providing
the Differential Diagnosis of Malignant
or Non-Malignant GB Wall Thickening
The level of agreement to provide the differential diagnosis
of malignant or non-malignant GB wall thickening
between three reviewers was moderate on H-EUS
(j = 0.51, 95 % CI 0.36–0.59), whereas that of CH-EUS
was substantial (j = 0.77, 95 % CI 0.7–0.85).
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Table 2 Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV) and area under the curve (AUC)
with each reviewer to malignant gallbladder thickening
Overall (n = 108)

Reviewer A (n = 36)

Reviewer B (n = 36)

Reviewer C (n = 36)

H-EUS

CH-EUS

H-EUS

CH-EUS

H-EUS

CH-EUS

H-EUS

CH-EUS

Sensitivity

83.3 %
(40/48)

89.6 %
(43/48)

87.5 %
(14/16)

100 %
(16/16)

75 %
(12/16)

81.3 %
(13/16)

87.5 %
(14/16)

87.5 %
(14/16)

Specificity

65 %
(39/60)

98 %
(59/60)

80 %
(16/20)

100 %
(20/20)

50 %
(10/20)

95 %
(19/20)

65 %
(13/20)

100 %
(20/20)

Accuracy

73.1 %
(79/108)

94.4 %
(102/108)

83.3 %
(30/36)

100 %
(36/36)

61.1 %
(22/36)

88.9 %
(32/36)

75 %
(27/36)

94.4 %
(34/36)

PPV

65.6 %
(40/61)

97.7 %
(43/44)

77.7 %
(14/18)

100 %
(16/16)

54.5 %
(12/22)

92.9 %
(13/14)

66.7 %
(14/21)

100 %
(14/14)

NPV

82 %
(39/47)

92.2 %
(59/64)

88.9 %
(16/18)

100 %
(20/20)

71.4 %
(19/22)

86.4 %
(19/22)

86.6 %
(13/15)

90.9 %
(20/22)

AUC

0.74

0.94

0.83

1.00

0.62

0.88

0.76

0.93

Fig. 1 A representative case of localized cholecystitis that was
initially suspected to be a gallbladder carcinoma with multi-imaging
tests. a Conventional harmonic EUS showed a low-echoic and
homogeneous gallbladder wall thickening. b Contrast-enhanced
harmonic EUS showed homogenous enhancement within gallbladder

wall thickening. Surgical resection was performed and histopathological findings revealed a lymphocyte infiltration, granulomatous
change and fibrosis without malignant cells, which was compatible
with cholecystitis

Fig. 2 A representative case of gallbladder carcinoma that was
suspected to be gallbladder carcinoma with multi-imaging tests.
a Conventional harmonic EUS showed a low-echoic and homogeneous wall thickening, and the layered structure was relatively

distinguishable. b Contrast-enhanced harmonic EUS showed an area
of inhomogeneous enhancement within gallbladder wall thickening.
Surgical
histopathology
revealed
moderate
differentiated
adenocarcinoma
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Table 3 Univariate logistic regression analysis on the association
between variables of EUS findings and malignant gallbladder wall
thickening

H-EUS

CHEUS

Variables of EUS findings

Odds ratio (95 % CI)

p

Wall thickening (]12 mm)

1.17 (1.09–1.27)

\0.001

Hypoechoic internal
echogenicity

0.76 (0.27–2.11)

0.60

Inhomogeneous internal
echo pattern

1.47 (0.66–3.26)

0.35

Disrupted wall layer

6.60 (2.84–15.36)

\0.001

Hypovascular enhancement

2.39 (0.66–8.71)

Inhomogeneous distribution
pattern of contrast

72.2 (18.64–279.6)

0.19
\0.001

Table 4 Multivariate logistic regression model: predictive findings
of H-EUS for malignant gallbladder wall thickening (H-EUS model)
H-EUS findings

p value (95 % CI)

Wall thickness ]12 mm

\0.001 (1.31–3.44)

Disrupted wall layer structure

0.001 (0.69–2.61)

Table 5 Multivariate logistic regression model: predictive findings
of H-EUS combined with CH-EUS for malignant gallbladder wall
thickening (CH-EUS model)
H-EUS/CH-EUS findings

p value (95 % CI)

Inhomogeneous distribution pattern of contrast \0.001 (2.73–6.05)
Wall thickness ]12 mm

0.001 (1.09–4.34)

Association Between the Endosonographic Findings
and Malignant GB Wall Thickening on H-EUS
and CH-EUS
As to the endosonographic findings on H-EUS and CHEUS that were documented with 3 reviewers, univariate
logistic regression analysis was performed to calculate
odds ratio for each of four variables of endosonographic
findings on H-EUS and 2 variables of endosonographic
findings on CH-EUS. GB wall thickening more than
12 mm and the presence of disruption of GB wall layer
structure on H-EUS and inhomogeneous distribution pattern of contrast agent on CH-EUS were significantly linked
to malignant GB wall thickening of GB carcinoma at a high
odds ratio (Table 3).
Comparison of Diagnostic Models for the Prediction
of Malignant GB Wall Thickening of H-EUS and CHEUS
Stepwise selection of multivariate logistic regression
model of 4 variables on H-EUS (wall thickness more than
12 mm, hypoechoic internal echogenicity, inhomogeneous
internal echo pattern and disrupt layer structure) identified
that 2 variables of GB wall thickness more than 12 mm and
the disruption of GB wall layer structure were independently associated with malignant GB wall thickening, and
the 2 variables were included in the final model of H-EUS
(Table 4). Moreover, stepwise selection of multivariate
logistic regression model of 2 variables on CH-EUS
(hypovascular enhancement and inhomogeneous distribution pattern of contrast) in addition to 2 variables on
H-EUS model identified that 2 variables of inhomogeneous
enhancement pattern on CH-EUS and GB wall thickness
more than 12 mm were independently associated with
malignant GB wall thickening, and then, the 2 variables
were included in the final model of CH-EUS (Table 5).
AUC of CH-EUS model for prediction of malignant GB
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Fig. 3 Receiver operating characteristic curve of the diagnostic
model of H-EUS and CH-EUS for malignant gallbladder wall
thickening. Area under the curve of CH-EUS model was significantly
higher than that of H-EUS (0.94 vs. 0.84, p = 0.004)

wall thickening was significantly higher than H-EUS model
(0.94 vs. 0.84, p = 0.004) (Fig. 3).

Discussion
Ultrasonographic contrast agents were used initially as
Doppler signal enhancers because they increased sensitivity in low-velocity, low-volume blood flow. However, in
this setting of ultrasonographic examination with contrast
agents, the main disadvantage is the presence of the inevitable artifacts such as tissue motion (flash) and blooming
(overpainting) [20]. To overcome these initial limitations,
contrast-enhanced harmonic technology with second-generation contrast agents and new ultrasound system such as
Aloka Prosound a10 equipped with new contrast specific
software mode has been developed. This technology made
contrast-enhanced harmonic imaging with EUS based on
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low mechanical index technique to be possible [9, 10].
Second-generation contrast agents include a gas surrounded by a shell (microbubbles) that increases stability,
and contrast-enhanced harmonic technology is able to
visualize the microcirculation and parenchymal perfusion
by selectively depicting the signals derived from the contrast agents while simultaneously filtering the signals
originating from tissue. In addition, this technology can
detect signals from microbubbles in vessels with very slow
flow without Doppler-related artifacts. Moreover, as
microbubble destruction is minimized with the use of low
mechanical index, continuous real-time assessment of the
microvascularization during the uptake of contrast agent
can be obtained [10].
After the introduction of contrast-enhanced harmonic
technology, a lot of studies of CH-EUS with second-generation contrast agents have been conducted to improve the
diagnostic accuracy especially for pancreatic pathologies.
Napoleon et al. [21] reported that hypointensity on CHEUS using Sonovue could diagnose pancreatic carcinoma
with a sensitivity and specificity of 89 and 88 %, respectively. A prospective study of CH-EUS using Sonazoid
with large samples by Kitano et al. [22] showed hypoenhanced masses depicted with CH-EUS were diagnosed
pancreatic carcinoma with high sensitivity and specificity
of 95.1 and 89 %, respectively. In addition, a recent metaanalysis [12] of study for the differential diagnosis of
pancreatic carcinoma with both contrast-enhanced Doppler
and contrast-enhanced harmonic EUS showed the finding
of hypoenhanced mass on CH-EUS provided the diagnosis
of pancreatic carcinoma with the pooled sensitivity and
specificity of 94 and 89 %, respectively. Moreover, CHEUS using Sonazoid was shown to improve the accuracy in
preoperative T-staging of pancreaticobiliary malignancies,
compared with conventional H-EUS [11]. As another
unique approach with CH-EUS, the quantitative perfusion
analysis of signal echointensity within region of interest
using time intensity curve was attempted to diagnosis
pancreatic pseudotumor, autoimmune pancreatitis, pancreatic carcinoma and neuroendocrine tumor differentially
[23–25]. Thus, hemodynamic analysis with CH-EUS can
improve diagnostic performance in the differential diagnosis of various pancreatic pathologies, and T-staging of
pancreatic carcinoma as well.
Regarding the diagnosis of GB pathologies with CHEUS, Park et al. [14] reported sensitivity and specificity of
CH-EUS to differentiate neoplastic GB polyp from cholesterol polyp based on enhancement pattern were 75 and
66.6 %, respectively. Choi et al. [13] also conducted a
comparison study of conventional EUS and CH-EUS in the
diagnosis of malignant GB polyp. In the article, an irregular vessel pattern and the presence of perfusion defect
determined by CH-EUS were sensitive for malignant GB

polyp, and sensitivity and specificity for CH-EUS and
conventional EUS to diagnose malignant GB polyp were
93.5 and 93.2 % versus 90.0 and 91.1 %, respectively.
Thus, CH-EUS might improve the diagnostic performance
in the diagnosis of neoplastic GB polyp. However, only a
few reports demonstrated the utility of CH-EUS in the
differential diagnosis of gallbladder polyps. Hence, the
ability of CH-EUS in the diagnosis for GB pathologies is
well unknown. Furthermore, there is no report of the utility
of CH-EUS in the differential diagnosis of GB wall
thickening that has an expansive differential diagnosis,
including cholecystitis, adenomyomatosis and GB carcinoma. Therefore, we conducted this first study to examine
the role of CH-EUS in the differential diagnosis for GB
wall thickening. Our study showed CH-EUS could significantly improve the specificity, accuracy and AUC for
diagnosing malignant GB wall thickening, compared with
H-EUS alone; CH-EUS could diagnose correctly benign
GB wall thickening such as cholecystitis and adenomyomatosis that H-EUS misinterpreted as GB carcinoma. In
univariate analysis, GB wall thickening more than 12 mm
and the presence of disruption of GB wall layer structure
on H-EUS and inhomogeneous distribution pattern of
contrast agent on CH-EUS were significantly linked to
malignant GB wall thickening at a high odds ratio. In the
comparison of diagnostic model of H-EUS and CH-EUS,
CH-EUS model, which was constructed with the endosonographic findings of CH-EUS in addition to H-EUS
finding, was significantly accurate for malignant GB wall
thickening, compared with H-EUS model. That is, the
addition of contrast enhancement to conventional H-EUS
was very useful for the differential diagnosis of GB wall
thickening. In addition, inter-observer agreement for CHEUS was substantial, whereas H-EUS was moderate. A
specific contrast enhancement mode was used to highlight
contrast microbubbles on CH-EUS. This was called ExPHD mode in the Aloka system used in our study. In this
specific mode for contrast enhancement, tissue structures
became dark and obscure, although contrast microbubbles
were clearly imaged as high echoic dots, compared with
conventional B-mode (THE mode). Therefore, we consider
the reason for the improvement of inter-observer agreement on CH-EUS to be due to the distribution pattern of
contrast (inhomogeneous or homogenous) on CH-EUS.
This was a strong predictive factor of malignant GB wall
thickening and was simple to interpret, compared with the
interpretation of disrupt GB wall layer on H-EUS. Thus,
H-EUS followed by CH-EUS might offer examiners with
various levels of experience in EUS an opportunity to
improve the diagnostic accuracy for GB wall thickening.
This study has several limitations. This was a non-randomized retrospective cohort study at single center. There
is a possibility of patient’s selection bias, and the sample
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size was small. To clarify the utility of CH-EUS in the
diagnosis of GB pathologies, prospective comparative trials of CH-EUS with MDCT or MRI were warranted.
In conclusion, our study examined the role of CH-EUS
in the differential diagnosis for GB wall thickening. H-EUS
followed by CH-EUS is a promising, reliable modality for
the differential diagnosis of GB wall thickening. In particular, the inhomogeneous enhanced pattern on CH-EUS
was a strong predictor of malignant GB wall thickening.
Diagnostic accuracy could be improved by the addition of
contrast enhancement to conventional H-EUS. Further
larger prospective studies are warranted.
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